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ABSTRACT
We present an analysis of the structure of post-starburst (PSB) galaxies in the redshift range
0.5 < z < 2, using a photometrically-selected sample identified in the Ultra Deep Survey
(UDS) field.We examine the structure of∼ 80 of these transient galaxies using radial light µ(r)
profiles obtained from CANDELS Hubble Space Telescope near-infrared/optical imaging, and
compare to a large sample of ∼ 2000 passive and star-forming galaxies. For each population,
we determine their typical structural properties (effective radius re, Sérsic index n) and find
significant differences in PSB structure at different epochs. At high redshift (z > 1), PSBs
are typically massive (M∗ > 1010 M�), very compact and exhibit high Sérsic indices, with
structures that differ significantly from their star-forming progenitors but are similar to massive
passive galaxies. In contrast, at lower redshift (0.5 < z < 1), PSBs are generally of low mass
(M∗ < 1010 M�) and exhibit compact but less concentrated profiles (i.e. lower Sérsic indices),
with structures similar to low-mass passive discs. Furthermore, for both epochs we find
remarkably consistent PSB structure across the optical/near-infrared wavebands (which largely
trace different stellar populations), suggesting that any preceding starburst and/or quenching
in PSBs was not strongly centralized. Taken together, these results imply that PSBs at z > 1
have been recently quenched during a major disruptive event (e.g. merger or protogalactic
collapse) which formed a compact remnant, while at z < 1 an alternative less disruptive
process is primarily responsible. Our results suggest that high-z PSBs are an intrinsically
different population to those at lower redshifts, and indicate different quenching routes are
active at different epochs.

Keywords: galaxies: evolution—galaxies: fundamental parameters—galaxies: high-redshift
— galaxies: structure

1 INTRODUCTION

In the local Universe, a strong bimodality is observed in several
galaxy properties, e.g. optical colour, morphology and spectral-type
(e.g. Strateva et al. 2001). In general, massive galaxies tend to be
red, passive and of early-type morphology (i.e. elliptical, S0), while
lower mass galaxies tend to be blue, star-forming and of late-type
morphology (i.e. spiral). These two populations are now commonly
called the red-sequence and the blue cloud, respectively. In recent
years, large-scale photometric surveys have enabled the evolution of
this bimodality and the formation/build-up of the red-sequence to be
traced out to z > 2 (e.g. Bell et al. 2004; Cirasuolo et al. 2007; Faber
et al. 2007; Brammer et al. 2011; Muzzin et al. 2013). However,
despite significant progress, we still do not fully understand how
star formation is quenched at high redshift, as required to transfer
galaxies from the blue cloud on to the red-sequence.
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Although the principal drivers for quenching star formation in
galaxies remain uncertain, various physical mechanisms have been
proposed. For example, the stripping of the interstellar medium
(e.g. Gunn & Gott 1972), gas-removal by AGN or starburst-driven
superwinds (e.g. Silk & Rees 1998; Hopkins et al. 2005; Diamond-
Stanic et al. 2012), or an exhaustion of the gas supply via strangu-
lation (e.g. Larson et al. 1980). Other possible processes include
morphological quenching (e.g. Martig et al. 2009), and the shock
heating of infalling cold gas by the hot halo (e.g. Dekel & Birnboim
2006). Furthermore, in addition to these ‘initial’ quenching pro-
cesses, radio-mode AGN feedback may also be required to prevent
further gas accretion and keep star formation suppressed on longer
timescales (Best et al. 2005, 2006).

For massive galaxies, the quenching of star formation is also
accompanied by a significant evolution in their structural prop-
erties. Massive galaxies at high redshift (z ∼ 2) are typically disc-
dominated, while in the local Universe they are generally spheroidal
(e.g. van der Wel et al. 2011; Buitrago et al. 2013). This struc-
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tural transition appears to occur at z > 1 for most galaxies with
M∗ > 1010.5 M� (Mortlock et al. 2013). However, it is currently
unclear whether this transition occurs during the same event that
quenched the star formation. In addition, massive passive galaxies
in the early Universe also appear to be significantly more compact
than their local counterparts (e.g. Trujillo et al. 2006). This implies
a dramatic size growth via e.g. minor mergers (Naab et al. 2009),
although other scenarios are possible (e.g. progenitor bias; Carollo
et al. 2013). Possible mechanisms for the formation of these com-
pact high-z galaxies (i.e. red nuggets) include: i) central starbursts
triggered by either a gas-rich merger (Hopkins et al. 2009; Wellons
et al. 2015) or dissipative ‘protogalactic collapse’ (Dekel et al. 2009;
Zolotov et al. 2015), which is followed by a rapid quenching through
e.g. AGN or starburst-driven superwinds (e.g. Hopkins et al. 2005);
and ii) a formation at very early times when the Universe itself was
much denser (Wellons et al. 2015).

To identify the processes driving quenching and structural evo-
lution at high redshift, it is useful to consider galaxies that have
been recently quenched (i.e. caught in transition). The rare class of
post-starburst (PSB) galaxies is one such example, as they repre-
sent systems in which a major burst of star formation was rapidly
quenched within the last few hundred Myr. Spectroscopically, these
galaxies are identified from the characteristic strong Balmer absorp-
tion lines related to an enhanced A-star population, combined with a
general lack of strong emission lines (Dressler & Gunn 1983; Wild
et al. 2009). However, due to their intrinsic short-lived nature, until
recently only a handful of these rare galaxies had been spectroscop-
ically identified at z > 1 (e.g. Vergani et al. 2010; Bezanson et al.
2013; van de Sande et al. 2013; Newman et al. 2015; Belli et al.
2015; Williams et al. 2017).

To identify PSBs at high redshift in greater numbers, two pho-
tometric methods have recently been developed. Whitaker et al.
(2012) used medium-band near-infrared photometry to identify
‘young red-sequence’ galaxies from rest-frame UVJ colour–colour
diagrams. Alternatively, Wild et al. (2014) established a classifi-
cation scheme based on a Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
of broad-band galaxy SEDs. Wild et al. (2014) apply their tech-
nique to the multiwavelength photometry of the Ultra Deep Survey
(UDS; Almaini et al., in preparation), and find that just three shape
parameters (‘supercolours’) provide a compact representation of a
wide variety of SED shapes. This enables the separation of a tight
red-sequence from star-forming galaxies, and also the identification
of several unusual populations, e.g. PSBs, which are identified as
galaxies that have formed a significant fraction of their mass in a
recently-quenched starburst. This PCA technique has now led to the
identification of > 900 PSBs in the UDS field at 0.5 < z < 2 (see
Wild et al. 2016). The validity of this method has also been con-
firmed using deep optical spectroscopy (Maltby et al. 2016). Of the
photometrically-selected PSBs targeted for spectroscopic follow-
up, ∼ 80 per cent show the expected strong Balmer absorption,
(i.e. H δ equivalent width WH δ > 5Å, a general PSB diagnostic;
see e.g. Goto 2007). Furthermore, the confirmation rate remains
high (∼ 60 per cent), even when stricter criteria are used to exclude
cases with significant [O ii] emission. This is a more robust classi-
fication that ensures fewer star-forming contaminants, but excludes
PSBs hosting AGN or with low levels of residual star formation.

For PSB galaxies, structural analyses can provide useful con-
straints on their evolutionary history and the likely mechanisms
responsible for quenching their star formation. However, until re-
cently, these analyses have largely been restricted to theHubble-type
morphologies of spectroscopic PSBs at z < 1 (e.g. Dressler et al.
1999; Caldwell et al. 1999; Tran et al. 2003; Poggianti et al. 2009;

Vergani et al. 2010). In general, these studies find that, although
PSBs are a morphologically heterogeneous population, they typi-
cally exhibit disc-like morphologies (e.g. S0/Sa). Fortunately, the
recent development of photometric selection techniques has allowed
the structure of these galaxies to be explored at z > 1, for the first
time. For example, Almaini et al. (2017) examine the structure of
massive (M∗ > 1010 M�) PSBs in the UDS at z > 1. They find
that, in contrast to observations at lower redshift, these PSBs are
spheroidally-dominated and exceptionally compact, with sizes typ-
ically smaller than older passive galaxies. They conclude that for
massive PSBs at this epoch: i) morphological transformation has
already taken place, occurring either before (or during) the quench-
ing event; and ii) their results are consistent with the PSB phase
being triggered by a gas-rich dissipative collapse, which quenched
star formation and formed a compact remnant. Similar results have
also been reported by Whitaker et al. (2012) and Yano et al. (2016),
with young passive galaxies at z > 1 being more compact than their
older counterparts. However, at intermediate redshifts (z ∼ 1) there
are currently conflicting results on the relationship between stellar
age and the compactness of passive/recently-quenched galaxies (see
e.g. Keating et al. 2015; Williams et al. 2017), and further study is
required at this epoch.

In this paper, we build on previous results by using the PSB
sample of Wild et al. (2016) to explore the structure of these galax-
ies, self-consistently, across a wide redshift range (0.5 < z < 2).
For this we mainly use average (i.e. stacked) one-dimensional ra-
dial light µ(r) profiles obtained from the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) optical/near-infrared imaging available from the CANDELS
survey (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011). This work di-
rectly complements the study by Almaini et al. (2017), which uses
the same parent PSB sample. We build on their recent results by
extending the PSB structural analyses to: i) lower redshifts z < 1;
ii) includeHST optical imaging to probe younger stellar populations;
and iii) consider galaxieswithmore complex structures (i.e.multiple
components). Taken together, these structural analyses will aid in
our understanding of the triggering mechanisms for the PSB phase,
and of the mechanisms driving both the quenching and structural
transformation of galaxies in the distant Universe.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
give a brief description of the data relevant to this work, and out-
line the PCA method used for identifying PSBs at high redshift.
In Section 3, we describe the isophotal fitting technique used to
obtain the one-dimensional radial light µ(r) profiles for our galax-
ies from the CANDELS optical/near-infrared imaging. Through
Sections 4–6, we present various structural analyses using our µ(r)
profiles for passive, star-forming and PSB galaxies at two different
epochs (0.5 < z < 1 and 1 < z < 2). We include a discussion
of our results in Section 7, and draw our conclusions in Section 8.
Throughout this paper, we use AB magnitudes and adopt a cosmol-
ogy of H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩΛ = 0.7 and Ωm = 0.3.

2 DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTION

2.1 The Ultra Deep Survey (UDS)

This study is based on galaxy populations identified using the mul-
tiwavelength photometric data of the Ultra Deep Survey (UDS;
Almaini et al., in preparation)1. This survey is the deepest compo-
nent of the UKIRT (United Kingdom Infra-Red Telescope) Infrared

1 http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/astronomy/UDS/
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Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS; Lawrence et al. 2007) and comprises
extremely deep JHK photometry covering an area of 0.77 deg2. In
this work, we use the eighth UDS data release (DR8) where the
limiting depths are J = 24.9, H = 24.2 and K = 24.6 (AB; 5σ in
2-arcsec apertures). The final UDS data release (DR11; June 2016),
which achieved depths of J = 25.4, H = 24.8 and K = 25.3, will
be used to extend our PSB studies in future work.

The UDS is complemented by extensive multiwavelength ob-
servations. These include, e.g. deep optical BVRi′z′ photometry
from the Subaru–XMM-Newton Deep Survey (SXDS; Furusawa
et al. 2008) and mid-infrared observations (3.6 and 4.5 µm) from
the Spitzer UDS Legacy Program (SpUDS; PI: Dunlop). Deep op-
tical u′-band photometry is also available from Megacam on the
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT). The extent of the UDS
field with full multiwavelength coverage (optical–mid-infrared) is
∼ 0.62 deg2. For a complete description of these data, including a
description of the catalogue construction, see Hartley et al. (2013)
and Simpson et al. (2012).

In this work, we use the photometric redshifts and stellar
masses described in Simpson et al. (2013). These photometric red-
shifts (z phot) were determined by fitting the 11-band UDS photom-
etry (u′BVRi′z′JHK, 3.6 µm and 4.6 µm) using a grid of galaxy
templates built from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population
models. The templates used had ages spaced logarithmically be-
tween 30 Myr and 10 Gyr, and included additional younger tem-
plates with dust-reddened SEDs. The quality of these z phot mea-
surements was confirmed by comparison to over 3000 secure spec-
troscopic redshifts z spec, with a normalized median absolute de-
viation σNMAD = 0.027. Stellar masses were also determined by
fitting the 11-band UDS photometry. This fitting used a large grid
of synthetic SEDs from the stellar population models of Bruzual &
Charlot (2003) and assumed a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function
(IMF). Random errors in these stellar masses are typically ±0.1 dex
(see Simpson et al. 2013, for further details).

2.2 CANDELS–UDS

For our morphological analyses, we use the deep HST near-
infrared/optical imaging from the CANDELS survey (Grogin et al.
2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011). This 902-orbit survey comprises
Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) and parallel Advanced Camera for
Surveys (ACS) imaging covering a total area of ∼ 800 arcmin2

spread across five survey fields. One of these fields was selected
to target a sub-region of the UDS (CANDELS–UDS) and covers
an area of ∼ 210 arcmin2 (∼ 7 per cent of the UDS field). In
this study, we focus mainly on the WFC3 near-infrared imaging
(JF125W, HF160W) but also extend our analysis using the optical
imaging from the ACS (VF606W, I F814W).

2.3 Sample selection

In this work, we use the large sample of UDS galaxies (z > 0.5)
recently classified byWild et al. (2016). These galaxies were classi-
fied using a photometric technique, developed byWild et al. (2014),
which is based on a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of galaxy
SEDs. We provide a brief overview of this method below.

The aim of the PCA technique is to describe a large vari-
ety of SED shapes through the linear combination of only a small
set of principal components (i.e. shape parameters). In Wild et al.
(2014, 2016), these components were derived from a large library
of ‘stochastic burst’ model SEDs generated from Bruzual & Char-

lot (2003) stellar population synthesis models with stochastic star-
formation histories. The result is a mean SED (mλ) and a series
of p eigenspectra eiλ (i.e. principal components) from which any
normalised SED ( fλ/n) can be approximately reconstructed:

fλ
n
= mλ +

p∑
i=1

aieiλ. (1)

The amplitudes of each component (ai) indicate its contri-
bution to the overall shape of the galaxy SED, and are referred
to as ‘supercolours’ (SCs). These SCs can be used to uniquely and
succinctly define the shape of an SED, while retaining all the key in-
formation available from multiwavelength photometry. In fact, only
the first three SCs are required to account for > 99.9 per cent of the
variance in the models of Wild et al. (2014). Consequently, these
three SCs alone can be used to provide a compact representation of
a wide variety of SED shapes.

Various correlations exist between these SCs and the properties
of the model SEDs, e.g. mean stellar age, dust content, metallicity
and the fraction of mass formed in bursts in the last Gyr. These
correlations enable the separation of a tight red-sequence from star-
forming galaxies, as well as the identification of several unusual
populations, e.g. i) very dusty star-forming galaxies; ii) metal poor
quiescent dwarf galaxies, and iii) PSBs, which are selected as re-
cently and rapidly quenched galaxies that have formed > 10 per cent
of their mass within the last Gyr (seeMaltby et al. 2016, for spectro-
scopic verification). We also separate the star-forming population
into three sub-classes broadly reflecting an increase in luminosity-
weightedmean stellar age, or decrease in specific star-formation rate
(SF1→ SF2→ SF3). Although, note that these SF classes will suf-
fer from the usual degeneracies between age and moderate amounts
of dust and metallicity. With respect to the PSB selection, one im-
portant caveat is that not all those identified will necessarily have
undergone the implied short-lived ‘burst’ of star formation prior to
quenching, and that some may have experienced a more extended
(≤ 3 Gyr) period of star formation that was rapidly quenched (see
Wild et al. 2016, for further details). Nonetheless, this population as
awhole does represent transient galaxies that have been recently and
rapidly quenched (which is what we are primarily interested in), and
we simply retain the PSB nomenclature here for consistency with
previous works in the series (Wild et al. 2014, 2016; Maltby et al.
2016; Almaini et al. 2017; Socolovsky et al. 2018).

To classify real galaxies, SCs are calculated by projecting their
SEDs onto the PCAeigenspectra. These SCs are then comparedwith
those of the model SEDs in order to determine the galaxy’s most
probable nature (e.g. red-sequence, star-forming, PSB). The benefit
of this approach is that the SCs of real galaxies are independent
of model-fitting and free to have values that differ substantially
from those of the input model library. In the UDS field, this PCA
analysis utilises 8UDS filters (VRi′z′JHK, 3.6 µm; a filter set which
optimises the principal components for PSB identification), and is
performed on all galaxies with KAB < 24 and 0.5 < z < 2.0 (48 713
galaxies; Wild et al. 2016). This resulted in a large parent sample
of 4249 red-sequence (or ‘passive’) galaxies, 39 970 star-forming
galaxies and 921 PSBs.

In this work, we use CANDELS HST imaging for our morpho-
logical analyses. Approximately 10 per cent of our parent galaxy
sample lies within the CANDELS–UDS field and has availableHST
imaging. This provides a final sample of 429 passive galaxies, 3579
star-forming galaxies (2278 SF1, 761 SF2, 540 SF3) and 98 PSB
galaxies. We use this sample of CANDELS galaxies throughout this
study.

MNRAS 000, 1–21 (0000)
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Figure 1. The stellar mass M∗ distribution as a function of photometric red-
shift for passive (red circles), star-forming (blue crosses) and PSB galaxies
(green points), within the CANDELS–UDS field. Respective sample sizes
are shown in the legend. For PSB galaxies, there is significant evolution in
the stellar mass distribution over 0.5 < z < 2 (see Wild et al. 2016, for
further details). In this paper, we take this evolution into account by con-
sidering the structural properties of these galaxies at two different epochs:
0.5 < z < 1 and 1 < z < 2 (separated by the black dashed line).

2.4 Stellar mass distributions

In Fig. 1, we present the stellar mass M∗ distribution as a function
of redshift for passive, star-forming and PSB galaxies, within the
CANDELS–UDS field. This clearly indicates that for PSBs, there is
a strong evolution in the M∗ distribution across 0.5 < z < 2. PSBs
at z < 1 are generally of low stellar mass (M∗ < 1010 M�), while
at higher redshift (z > 1) they are typically of high stellar mass
(M∗ > 1010 M�). Wild et al. (2016) recently reported this evolution
in the PSB mass function using the SC-classified galaxies from the
entire UDS field (i.e. our parent galaxy sample; see Section 2.3).
Their results indicate that the comoving space density of massive
PSBs (M∗ > 1010 M�) is ∼ 10× higher at z ∼ 2 than at z ∼ 0.5 (see
Whitaker et al. 2012, for a similar result). Furthermore, at z > 1 the
clear turnover in the PSB mass function towards low M∗ (see Wild
et al. 2016, figure 4), suggests that the absence of low-mass PSBs
at z > 1 is likely to be genuine, and not just an effect of mass-
incompleteness. However, this issue will be explored in more depth
in a future study, using the deeper UDS DR11 data (Wilkinson et
al., in preparation). Taken together, these results suggest that PSBs
at z > 1 are likely to be a different population to those observed
at lower redshifts, potentially with different evolutionary histories,
and with the PSB phase being triggered by different mechanisms.
Consequently, in this study, we account for this evolution in the M∗
distribution by examining PSB structure in two separate epochs:
intermediate-z (0.5 < z < 1) and high-z (1 < z < 2).

For both epochs, we also assess whether our sample of CAN-
DELS galaxies is representative of those from the wider UDS field
(see Section 2.3). For each galaxy population, we compare the M∗

Table 1. Themass-limited galaxy samples used throughout this
work, including the sub-samples for the star-forming population
(SF1, SF2, SF3).

Sample N (intermediate-z) N (high-z)
0.5 < z < 1.0 1.0 < z < 2.0
M∗ > 109 M� M∗ > 1010 M�

Passive 256 165

Star forming 883 536
SF1 404 54
SF2 265 192
SF3 214 290

PSB 36 39

and redshift distributions between these two fields, and find no sig-
nificant differences in most cases (based on Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests; p > 0.01). The only exceptions are for the redshift distribu-
tions of passive and PSB galaxies at 0.5 < z < 1, where we find
an excess in the CANDELS samples at z ∼ 0.65. This is due to a
known supercluster in this field (see e.g. van Breukelen et al. 2006;
Galametz et al. 2018), and therefore environmental effects may be
particularly relevant for our galaxy samples at this epoch. We return
to this point in Section 7.2.

In this work, our galaxy samples are derived from the SC anal-
ysis of Wild et al. (2016), which was performed on UDS galaxies
with K < 24 (see Section 2.3). Using this K limit, the equivalent
mass-completeness limits were determined as a function of red-
shift using the method of Pozzetti et al. (2010). For galaxies in the
CANDELS–UDS field, we find that completeness is & 95 per cent
for the following mass ranges: M∗ > 109 M� (0.5 < z < 1) and
M∗ > 1010 M� (1 < z < 2). These mass limits are used through-
out this work. Note, that since mass–completeness varies smoothly
across redshift, these limits are conservative and strictly only ap-
plicable at the upper-z limit of each epoch. This is particularly
important when considering the high-z epoch, where a lower mass
limit of M∗ > 109.5 M� would actually yield equivalent complete-
ness over 1 < z < 1.5. The sizes of the final mass-limited galaxy
samples used throughout this work, are presented in Table 1.

3 RADIAL LIGHT PROFILES

In this section, we describe the measurement of galaxy radial light
µ(r) profiles from the CANDELS HST imaging and the production
of stacked µ̃(r) profiles. The relevant profile fitting and structural
analyses are presented in Sections 4–6.

In this work, we stack one-dimensional radial µ(r) profiles,
which enables us to maximise signal-to-noise, particularly for the
outer galactic regions. This is desirable for the reliable multi-
component decomposition of our faint galaxies, and necessary for
the identification of faint components (e.g. outer discs) that may not
be detected in individual profiles. This one-dimensional approach
has the advantage of providing a simple visualisation of the true
galactic structure (i.e. non-parametrised) for comparison to fitted
µ(r) profiles. This can be useful for determining whether an extra
component (e.g. outer disc) is really present. We are aware that the
inherent loss of azimuthal information could introduce some un-
certainty to the fitted structural parameters, and an alternative ap-
proach would be to use two-dimensional analyses (i.e. stack galaxy
images). However, the differences in results between a one- and
two-dimensional analysis are minimal. For face-on galaxies the two
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methods will yield the same results, and for inclined galaxies, single
Sérsic and disc parameters (and most bulge parameters) will be con-
sistentwithin fitting errors inmost cases, with a characteristic scatter
at the 10–20 per cent level (see e.g. de Jong 1996; MacArthur et al.
2003; McDonald et al. 2011). In this work, we choose to adopt the
one-dimensional approach, but we also independently confirm that
these two methods would lead to consistent results for our samples
(see Section 4.2).

3.1 Isophotal fitting

For each galaxy, we use the iraf task ellipse2 in order to obtain
their azimuthally-averaged radial light µ(r) profiles from the CAN-
DELSACS/WFC3 imaging (see Jedrzejewski 1987). This isophotal
fitting was performed independently in each of the four CANDELS
wavebands (VF606W, I F814W, JF125W and HF160W).

In our isophotal fitting, bad pixel masks were used to remove
all potential sources of contamination, e.g. background/companion
galaxies and foreground stars (anything not associated with the sub-
ject galaxy itself). These masks were created from SExtractor
segmentation maps, and a separate mask was generated for each
CANDELS waveband. A validation of these masks was also per-
formed by visual inspection to ensure that all potential sources of
contamination were adequately masked; see Fig. 2 for a typical
example.

To determine the radial µ(r) profiles, free-parameter isophotal
fits were performed for each galaxy (fixed centre, free ellipticity e
and position angle PA). These fits tend to follow significant mor-
phological features (e.g. bulges, bars, spiral arms) and are conse-
quently suitable for tracing a galaxy’s principal structural compo-
nent (i.e. bulge and/or disc). In these isophotal fits, we use linear
radial sampling (∆r = 0.1 pixel, where r is the radius along the
semi-major axis) and a fixed isophotal centre determined for each
galaxy by SExtractor. In isophotal fitting, it is often advisable
to begin the fitting procedure from a good initial estimate for an
inner isophote. To provide this initial isophote, we use the shape
parameters (e, PA) obtained for our galaxies from SExtractor. In
our isophotal fits, four iterations of a 3σ rejection are also applied to
deviant points along each isophote to remove the influence of non-
axisymmetric features on the resultant µ(r) profile (i.e. star-forming
regions and supernovae). A typical example of an isophotal fit for
one of the PSB galaxies is presented in Fig. 2.

3.2 Sky subtraction

With isophotal analyses, it is very important to perform a careful
sky subtraction to remove the effect of the sky/background on the
resultant µ(r) profile. The slight under-/over-subtraction of the sky
can easily lead to an incorrect profile shape, particularly in the outer
regions of the profile (see Maltby et al. 2012a,b, 2015, for some re-
cent studies). The publicly available CANDELS HST WFC3/ACS
imaging have already undergone a careful sky subtraction (Koeke-
moer et al. 2011) and residual sky in these images is not expected
to be significant. Nonetheless, we measure the residual sky level in
the WFC3/ACS images in order to assess the potential influence on
the shape of our µ(r) profiles.

For each galaxy in our sample, we obtain an estimate of the
local sky background (nsky) by using pixels obtained from the four
corners of the galaxy WFC3/ACS image (i.e. postage stamp). The

2 stsdas package – version 3.14

sizes of these postage stamps are variable and designed to opti-
mally contain the subject galaxy. The size is based on a multiple
of the Kron (1980) radius (∼ 4×), and therefore from theoretical
light profiles these postage stamps should contain > 98 per cent of
the subject galaxy’s light (see e.g. Bertin & Arnouts 1996). As a
consequence, in sampling the corners of these postage stamps we
have a reasonable expectation of probing the actual sky background.
The corner image pixels were selected using quarter-circle wedges
of side equal to 10 per cent of the smallest image dimension (cor-
responding to a region > 3.6 Kron radii from the galaxy’s centre).
We then apply our bad pixel masks to ensure only ‘dark’ pixels are
used and obtain the median pixel value ñe (or ‘sky level’) in each
wedge. The mean of these sky levels from the four corners of the
galaxy postage stamp is then used as a local estimate of the residual
sky background (nsky). For each galaxy postage stamp, the corner-
to-corner rms in their four ñe measurements is also determined and
taken as an estimate for the 1σ error in the local sky background
σsky (i.e. the local error in the sky subtraction).

For the near-infrared imaging (JF125W, HF160W), the residual
sky level was determined to be well below tolerance levels, with the
average sky level at least two orders of magnitude below a typical
µ(r) profile at the limiting galactocentric radius used in this study
(rlim = 1.6 arcsec). This limiting radius is defined as the threshold
at which a typical µ(r) profile enters the region dominated by uncer-
tainly in the sky background (i.e. the flux limit corresponding to the
average sky subtraction error σ̃sky). However, for the optical imag-
ing (VF606W, I F814W), the residual sky level is much higher than
in the near-infrared, and potentially a significant component of the
µ(r) profile at rlim (possibly accounting for up to∼ 20 per cent of the
flux). To address this issue, we correct all our optical/near-infrared
µ(r) profiles by subtracting the corresponding local residual sky
background nsky on a galaxy-galaxy basis.

3.3 PSF determination

Point spread functions (PSFs) for the CANDELS HST imaging
are well determined and have FWHM varying between 0.08–0.18
arcsec (Koekemoer et al. 2011). However, at the redshifts studied
in this work (z > 0.5), the half-light radii of galaxies are typically
< 1 arcsec (see e.g. Almaini et al. 2017). Consequently, the HST
PSF can be a considerable factor in the µ(r) profiles of our galaxies
(see Fig. 2, for an example). The determination of an accurate PSF
and its influence on our µ(r) profiles is therefore critical to the
measurement of reliable structural properties (re, n) in this work.

To construct our PSFs, we use isolated stars identified in the
UDS field (see Lani et al. 2013; Almaini et al. 2017) that reside
within the CANDELS–UDS region (∼ 150 stars). For each CAN-
DELS waveband, we create postage stamps for these stars (stamp
size: 4 × 4 arcsec2), which are then normalised in total flux (aper-
ture diameter = 2.828 arcsec) and combined in a median stack.
The resultant PSF images reveal significant structural features that
could easily affect our galaxy µ(r) profiles (e.g. diffraction spikes
and Airy rings). To illustrate this, we use isophotal fitting to gen-
erate radial µ(r) profiles from our PSF images (see Fig. 3). These
profiles also show that the PSF structure changes considerably be-
tween the different CANDELS wavebands. As expected, the WFC3
PSFs (JF125W, HF160W) are broader than the ACS PSFs (VF606W,
I F814W), but they also exhibit more prominent Airy rings that man-
ifest as significant bumps in their radial µ(r) profiles. In this work,
we use the PSF images determined here to account for the nature of
the CANDELS PSFs in our structural analyses (see Section 4).
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3.4 Stacked light profiles µ̃(r)

To assess the general structure of PSB galaxies, we combine their
individual µ(r) profiles in median stacks. This is performed sepa-
rately in each CANDELS waveband and for our samples at the two
different epochs, 0.5 < z < 1 and 1 < z < 2. Analogous median
stacks are also generated for the passive and star-forming galaxies.
We give a brief description of the stacking procedure below.

To generate our median stacked profiles µ̃(r), we take the me-
dian flux of the respective sample of individual µ(r) profiles as a
function of radius. The individual µ(r) profiles were normalised in
flux prior to stacking (using the flux within a 2.828 arcsec aper-
ture). During the stacking process, we also perform one iteration of
a 3σ clip to individual µ(r) profiles that deviate from the median
flux within the limiting galactocentric radius (rlim = 1.6 arcsec;
see Section 3.2). Clipping is not performed beyond rlim due to the
increased level of uncertainty in the individual µ(r) profiles as they
approach the limit of the background noise. This clipping improves
the 1σ error boundaries on our µ̃(r) profiles, but has no significant
effect on their overall shape (i.e. structural parameters). Note that
we do not normalise for apparent size (i.e. angular extent) in our
stacking analysis, since this would also destandardize the significant
effect of the PSF (see Section 3.3). However, from an assessment of
simulated µ̃(r) stacks, we find this normalisation to be unnecessary.

We also note that for the two epochs studied, the change in angular
scale (kpc arcsec−1) with redshift has no significant influence on
the shape of the resultant µ̃(r) profiles (see Section 4.1).

For each galaxy population, the µ̃(r) profiles from the CAN-
DELS HF160W imaging are presented in Fig. 4. Random errors
in these µ̃(r) profiles (1σ) are the error in the median flux as a
function of radius, which is determined from the mean of the stan-
dard errors from 100 simulated stacks generated via a bootstrap
method. Virtually identical µ̃(r) profiles were also obtained from
the JF125W imaging. For the optical imaging (VF606W, I F814W), the
µ̃(r) profiles are presented in Section 6.

An inspection of our HF160W µ̃(r) profiles reveals some sig-
nificant differences in structure between the different populations
(see Fig. 4). For both epochs, the passive and PSB populations have
stellar distributions that appear more compact and centrally con-
centrated than the star-forming population (see Williams et al. 2010
and van derWel et al. 2014, for similar results). The PSB population
also appears to have stellar distributions that are marginally more
compact than the passive population, particularly at high redshift
(1 < z < 2). In the following sections, we perform profile fitting on
these profiles to analyse their structure in more detail.

4 PROFILE FITTING

To determine structural properties from the average µ̃(r) pro-
files (e.g. effective radius re; Sérsic index n), we perform one-
dimensional profile fitting via the comparison of these measured
profiles to a large library of ∼ 22 000 model galaxy profiles.

To build themodel library, we begin by generatingmock galaxy
images using two-dimensional Sérsicmodels that cover awide range
of profile shapes (0.7 < n < 8; 0.01 < re < 1.5 arcsec). Each image
was then convolved with the relevantHST PSF (see Section 3.3) and
normalised in total flux. Free-parameter isophotal fits (fixed centre,
free ellipticity e and position angle PA) were then performed to gen-
erate the azimuthally-averaged radial light profiles which comprise
the model library {µmock(r)}. These isophotal fits are analogous to
those described for our measured light µ(r) profiles in Section 3.1.
A separate model library is generated for each CANDELS wave-
band (VF606W, I F814W, JF125W, HF160W), in order to take account
of the significant differences observed in the structure of their PSFs
(see Section 3.3; Fig. 3).

For profile fitting (single Sérsic), a measured light profile is
compared to every profile in the relevant model library and the best-
fit is obtained by χ2 minimisation. Themeasured/model profiles are
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Figure 4. Median-stacked HF160W light profiles µ̃(r) for different galaxy populations and at different epochs. Left-hand panel: µ̃(r) profiles for passive (PAS;
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resampled (0.1 × sample rate) to ensure the data points used in the
χ2 minimisation are radially independent. The full library for the
relevant waveband is also used in each fit, to ensure a global mini-
mum solution is obtained. During this process the normalisation of
the model profiles are allowed to vary. This is necessary to ensure
the best-fit is only defined by the ‘shape’ of the profile, and not by
slight differences in the normalisation between the measured and
model profiles. For fitting purposes, we only use data from r < rlim
(rlim = 1.6 arcsec; see Section 3.2) to ensure the fit is driven by
the main structural components (bulge/disc) and not affected by any
uncertainty in the sky subtraction.

In the following Sections (4.1–5), we focus in detail on the
profile fitting results for the near-infrared µ(r) profiles (WFC3 –
JF125W, HF160W). The profile fitting results for the optical µ(r)
profiles (ACS – VF606W, I F814W) will be discussed in Section 6.
In this work, we are mainly interested in the general structure of our
galaxies stellar distributions. For our galaxies (z > 0.5), the near-
infrared directly probes the old stellar component (λrest > 4000Å),
which comprises the bulk of the stellar mass. Therefore, the near-
infrared µ(r) profiles are the principal focus of this study.

4.1 Stacked light profiles µ̃(r)

For each galaxy population, we perform single Sérsic fits on the
median-stacked light profiles µ̃(r) and obtain their typical structural
properties (i.e. re, n). The resultant fits for the HF160W µ̃(r) profiles
are shown in Fig. 5. In all cases, the µ̃(r) profiles are well described
by a single Sérsic profile, with the best fit having a reduced chi-
squared χ2

red ∼ 1. Furthermore, the χ2 distribution for fits across
the full re–n parameter space shows that these best-fits are stable,
well defined and that no degeneracies are present. Very similar
results are also obtained for the JF125W µ̃(r) profiles. The resultant
structural parameters (re, n) for each galaxy population in both
JF125W and HF160W, are shown in Table 2. The uncertainty in
these structural parameters (1σ) is estimated, independently for
each galaxy population, using the variance between analogous fits
performed on 100 simulated µ̃(r) profile stacks generated via a
bootstrap analysis. For estimates of the effect of the PSF and sky
subtraction error σ̃sky on these measurements, see Section 4.2.

Fig. 6 (a/b) shows a comparison of the HF160W µ̃(r) struc-
tural properties (re, n) for each galaxy population and for the two
epochs (0.5 < z < 1 and 1 < z < 2). A similar comparison of the
JF125W µ̃(r) profiles yields entirely consistent results, with respect
to the errors (see Table 2). For both epochs, the general structure
of the passive and star-forming populations are as expected. Pas-
sive galaxies are compact [0.2 < re < 0.3 arcsec (1.7–2 kpc)]
and have high Sérsic indices (n ∼ 3.3), indicating their spheroidal
nature. In contrast, star-forming galaxies have significantly more
extended stellar distributions [re > 0.3 arcsec (> 2.7 kpc)] with the
lower Sérsic indices (1 < n < 2) typical of their disc-dominated
structures. For the star-forming sub-populations (SF1, SF2, SF3)
at both epochs, we observe a slight increase in Sérsic index from
SF1→ SF3 (i.e. with increasingmean stellar age), while at z > 1we
also observe a significant decrease in size [re ∼ 0.5 → 0.3 arcsec
(4.2→ 2.6 kpc)]. This trend suggests an increase in the dominance
of the bulge component towards older star-forming galaxies. In-
terestingly, for PSB galaxies we observe significant differences in
their structure at different epochs. At z > 1, the PSBs are extremely
compact [re ∼ 0.13 arcsec (∼ 1.1 kpc)] and of high Sérsic index
(n ∼ 3.2), with structures similar to the passive population but con-
siderably more compact (by ∼ 40 per cent). In contrast, at z < 1 the
PSBs have significantly different structures. At this epoch, PSBs are
still relatively compact [re ∼ 0.22 arcsec (∼ 1.6 kpc)], but exhibit
much lower Sérsic indices (n ∼ 1.7) than the PSBs at z > 1.

With respect to these results, it is important to take into con-
sideration the mass distributions of the respective galaxy popula-
tions (see Fig. 1), due to the well-established correlations between
mass and galaxy structure (e.g. the mass–size relation; Shen et al.
2003). At high redshift (z > 1), our galaxies are all of high mass
(M∗ > 1010 M�) and have relatively similar mass distributions.
Nonetheless, in our high-z µ̃(r) profiles it is possible that PSBs
appear more compact than the passive population due to slight
differences in their respective mass distributions. To address this
issue, we repeat our high-z analysis using two narrower mass bins
(1010 < M∗ < 1010.5 M� and 1010.5 < M∗ < 1011 M�). In both
cases, PSBs remain significantly more compact than the passive
population, and we observe the same trends in our µ̃(r) structural
parameters (with respect to the errors). Consequently, we conclude
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Figure 5. Single Sérsic fits to our median-stacked HF160W light profiles µ̃(r) from two separate epochs: 0.5 < z < 1 (left-hand column) and 1 < z < 2
(right-hand column). In all cases (passive, star-forming, PSB), our µ̃(r) profiles are well described by a single Sérsic profile. Virtually identical fits are also
obtained from our JF125W µ̃(r) profiles (see Table 2).

Table 2. Near-infrared single Sérsic fits: the structural properties for our median-stacked JF125W and HF160W light profiles µ̃(r). Structural properties
(re, n) are shown for different galaxy populations (passive, star-forming, PSB) at two different epochs, 0.5 < z < 1 and 1 < z < 2. Errors in the structural
parameters (1σ) are determined from the variance between fits performed on 100 simulated µ̃(r) profile stacks generated via a bootstrap method.

Galaxy 0.5 < z < 1 1 < z < 2
Population JF125W HF160W JF125W HF160W

n re n re n re n re
(arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec)

Passive 3.25 ± 0.15 0.28 ± 0.01 3.25 ± 0.15 0.27 ± 0.01 3.20 ± 0.18 0.21 ± 0.01 3.30 ± 0.19 0.20 ± 0.01

Star-forming 1.30 ± 0.05 0.39 ± 0.01 1.35 ± 0.04 0.38 ± 0.01 1.65 ± 0.10 0.37 ± 0.01 1.60 ± 0.06 0.35 ± 0.01

SF1 1.10 ± 0.04 0.40 ± 0.01 1.15 ± 0.05 0.38 ± 0.01 1.20 ± 0.16 0.52 ± 0.06 1.20 ± 0.14 0.47 ± 0.06
SF2 1.35 ± 0.08 0.39 ± 0.02 1.35 ± 0.07 0.38 ± 0.02 1.45 ± 0.12 0.43 ± 0.02 1.40 ± 0.10 0.41 ± 0.02
SF3 1.70 ± 0.12 0.38 ± 0.02 1.70 ± 0.11 0.36 ± 0.02 1.95 ± 0.13 0.32 ± 0.01 1.85 ± 0.13 0.30 ± 0.01

Post-starburst 1.70 ± 0.20 0.22 ± 0.01 1.70 ± 0.24 0.23 ± 0.01 3.65 ± 0.32 0.13 ± 0.01 3.15 ± 0.34 0.12 ± 0.01

that any slight differences in the mass distributions of our samples
have no significant effect on our results for z > 1.

In contrast, at lower redshift (0.5 < z < 1), there are more
significant differences between the mass distributions of our galaxy
samples. At this epoch, PSBs are generally of low stellar mass
(109 < M∗ < 1010 M�), while the passive and star-forming popula-
tions have a wide range of masses (109 < M∗ < 1011.5 M�). There-
fore, to perform a fair comparison at this epoch, we need to match
the passive and star-forming galaxies to a mass range comparable
to the PSB population (i.e. 109 < M∗ < 1010 M�). Fig. 6 (c) shows

the structural parameters for the resultant mass-matched µ̃(r) pro-
files. For the general star-forming population, restricting the mass
range has little effect on their typical structural properties. However,
there is a significant change in the general structure of the passive
population, which now resembles that of PSBs [re ∼ 0.2 arcsec
(∼ 1.5 kpc), n ∼ 2]. Therefore, we conclude that at this epoch, PSBs
have similar structures to those of the low-mass passive population
(i.e. passive discs), the population into which they will most likely
evolve. We explore this result in more detail in the following sec-
tions. We note that the low-mass SF3 population also resembles
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This shows that PSBs at this epoch have structures that are very similar to both the low-mass passive and SF3 populations. Errors in the structural parameters
(1σ) are determined from the variance between fits performed on 100 simulated µ̃(r) profile stacks generated via a bootstrap method. For all populations
studied, the HF160W structural parameters are entirely consistent with those obtained from the JF125W µ̃(r) profiles (see Table 2).

PSBs in structure, but since these galaxies are unlikely to be PSB
progenitors (due to their low sSFR; see Section 2.3), we do not
consider this result any further.

For each epoch studied (0.5 < z < 1 and 1 < z < 2), it
is also important to consider any differences in the redshift dis-
tributions between the galaxy populations (see Fig. 1), due to the
potential for structural evolution across the epoch. A further con-
sideration is the angular scale, which over 1 < z < 2 is relatively
constant (∼ 8.5 kpc arcsec−1), but for 0.5 < z < 1 varies more sig-
nificantly (6–8 kpc arcsec−1). To address these issues, we split both
the intermediate- and high-z epochs into two narrower sub-epochs
and assess the effect on our µ̃(r) profiles. These sub-epochs are
redshifts 0.5–0.75 and 0.75–1.0 for the intermediate-z epoch, and
1.0–1.5 and 1.5–2.0 for the high-z epoch. For both the intermediate-
and high-z epochs, we find no significant differences in the structural
parameters between the respective sub-epochs for each galaxy pop-
ulation (with respect to the errors; see Table 2). The only exceptions
are: i) high-z passive and PSB galaxies, where there is a slight indi-
cation of a higher Sérsic index n at 1 < z < 1.5 than at 1.5 < z < 2,
but this has no significant effect on the overall trends observed; and
ii) intermediate-z galaxies, where we find someminor differences in
effective radius (in arcsec) between the two sub-epochs (δre < 0.05
arcsec), as might be expected. However, these differences equate to
a change in the physical effective radius of < 0.15 kpc, and con-
sequently have no significant effect on the overall trends for the
0.5 < z < 1 epoch presented here.

4.2 Further robustness tests

In this study, a careful treatment of the PSF is critical for deter-
mining structural properties (re, n), particularly for compact galaxy
populations (e.g. PSBs). In our profile fitting, we take account of the
PSF by using a library of PSF-convolved models (see Section 4).
Nonetheless, we assess whether PSF effects could cause a bias in

our fitted structural parameters by adopting a similar method to
that developed by Szomoru et al. (2010, 2012), and deconvolve
our µ̃(r) profiles for the PSF. To achieve this, we first calculate a
residual profile µ̃res(r) by subtracting our best fit profile (which
is PSF-convolved) from the median-stacked profile µ̃(r). We then
add the µ̃res(r) profile to the analytical form of the best fit (i.e. the
PSF-deconvolved model) and obtain a corrected profile µ̃corr(r),
that is effectively deconvolved for the PSF [at least to first order,
since the residual profile µ̃res(r) remains PSF-convolved]. Finally,
we perform an analytical single Sérsic fit on these µ̃corr(r) profiles
to obtain structural parameters that are corrected for PSF effects.
Using our median-stacked profiles µ̃(r) (both JF125W and HF160W;
see Fig. 4), we find that for each galaxy population (both epochs), the
effect of the PSF correction on our structural parameters is minimal.
The effect on both re and n is typically < 1 per cent, and always
< 3 per cent, even for compact galaxy populations (e.g. PSBs).
Given that these differences are smaller than the stacking errors in
our fitted structural parameters (see Table 2), we conclude that PSF
effects have no significant impact on the results of this study. For a
similar assessment of our optical profiles, see Section 6.

Another important consideration is the robustness of our µ̃(r)
profiles, and their fitted structural parameters (re, n), to the error
in the sky subtraction (see Section 3.2). To address this issue, we
use the following Monte Carlo analysis for both our JF125W and
HF160W µ̃(r) profiles. For each galaxy population, we generate
100 median-stacked profiles µ̃sim(r) using the same procedure as
in Section 3.4, but with random sky offsets applied to each of
the individual profiles. These offsets are generated by randomly
sampling a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation equal to
the typical 1σ error in the sky subtraction σ̃sky (see Section 3.2).
The robustness of our results to the sky subtraction error is then
determined from the variance between profile fits performed on
these µ̃sim(r) profiles. For each galaxy population, we find that the
effect of the sky subtraction error is minimal, with the effect on both
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re and n typically < 5 per cent (for both JF125W and HF160W). We
note that the differences observed in the structural parameters of
our µ̃(r) profiles (see Fig. 6) are robust to uncertainties at this level.
Therefore, we conclude that errors in the sky subtraction have no
significant effect on the results for our near-infrared µ̃(r) profiles.

Finally, we note that in this study, the use of the stacked one-
dimensional radial µ(r) profiles could also introduce some uncer-
tainty to the fitted structural parameters due to the loss of azimuthal
information, and an alternative would be to use two-dimensional
analyses (i.e. stack galaxy images; see Section 3). However, the dif-
ference in structural parameters obtained from these two methods
should be minimal, with a scatter at the 10–20 per cent level (see
e.g. de Jong 1996; MacArthur et al. 2003; McDonald et al. 2011).
We confirm this expected consistency by comparing the structural
properties (re, n) from our individual galaxy µ(r) profiles (deter-
mined from our profile fitting method; see Section 4), with those
obtained for the same galaxies in van der Wel et al. (2012). This
work used two-dimensional Sérsic models (via galfit; Peng et al.
2002) to measure the near-infrared (JF125W and HF160W) structural
properties of galaxies in CANDELS–UDS. As expected, for both
JF125W and HF160W, we find good agreement between the struc-
tural properties determined from the two fitting methods, with a
characteristic scatter (σMAD) at the 10–20 per cent level (typically
< 10 per cent for re and < 20 per cent for n). We note that the
differences observed in the structural properties of our µ̃(r) profiles
(see Fig. 6) are robust to uncertainties at this level.

4.3 Individual light µ(r) profiles

In this study, the median-stacked profiles µ̃(r) are the principal
focus, providing well-constrained typical structural properties for
our galaxy populations (see Section 4.1). However, the Sérsic fits
for our individual galaxy µ(r) profiles, despite having greater un-
certainty due to the lower signal-to-noise, can also provide insight
into the nature of our galaxy populations. The resultant structural
properties (re, n) for our JF125W and HF160W individual µ(r) pro-
files are presented in Fig. 7. In all cases, we find that the median
structural properties are very similar to those obtained from our
µ̃(r) profiles, with the same trends observed between the different
galaxy populations (compare to Fig. 6). Similar trends in the struc-
tural properties are also observed in both the JF125W and HF160W
wavebands. Furthermore, repeating these analyses using the phys-
ical effective radius re(kpc), as determined using the photometric
redshift for each galaxy, produces analogous distributions and trends
in the structural parameters. The median re(kpc) from these fits also
confirm the physical re(kpc) determined for each galaxy population
from our µ̃(r) profiles (see Section 4.1). Furthermore, as with our
µ̃(r) profiles, we find PSF-effects and sky subtraction errors (±σ̃sky)
to have a minimal influence on these individual fits, with a typical
impact on the structural parameters (both re and n) of < 5 per cent
and < 10 per cent, respectively.

With respect to these individual fits, we note that in some cases
the profile fits have run into constraints caused by limitations in the
model grid (e.g. at n = 0.7). These cases are rare in the passive and
PSB populations (< 5 per cent), but more significant in the star-
forming population (∼ 20 per cent). For these galaxies, the galfit
structural parameters from van der Wel et al. (2012) suggest that the
true Sérsic index is actually∼ 0.7±0.1 in most cases. Consequently,
we retain these fits in our median analysis. However, we note that
removing these cases only affects the median Sérsic index n for the
star-forming galaxies at 1 < z < 2 (n ∼ 1.3→ 1.8), and the overall
trends in the structural parameters remain unaffected.

In addition to the median properties, these individual fits can
also provide some further insight into the nature of rare sub-
populations. For example, we find that the rare, high-mass PSBs
at z < 1 (M∗ > 1010 M�; see Fig. 1) have structures which are sim-
ilar to PSBs at z > 1, exhibiting analogous high n but also slightly
larger re (re > 2 kpc). We shall return to this result in Section 7.2.

In conclusion, these individual µ(r) profile fits support our
findings that PSBs at z > 1 are extremely compact and spheroidal
[re ∼ 0.14 arcsec (∼ 1.2 kpc), n ∼ 3.5], while PSBs at z < 1 are
generally compact but with more disc-like structures [re ∼ 0.24
arcsec (∼ 1.5 kpc), n ∼ 1.8]. Furthermore, the consistency between
these results and those from our median-stacked µ̃(r) profiles (see
Section 4.1), confirms the effectiveness of our stacking analysis and
demonstrates that our µ̃(r) profiles are truly representative of their
respective galaxy populations.

5 TWO-COMPONENT FITS

To explore the nature of PSBs in more detail, we extend our mor-
phological analyses to allow for µ(r) profiles containing multiple
components. Such analyses complement our single Sérsic fits, and
provide further insight into the potential evolutionary histories of
these galaxies. For example, for high-z PSBs we can investigate
i) whether their stellar distributions are really compact, or if this
is due to the point source emission from either an AGN or unre-
solved decaying nuclear starburst; and ii) whether these galaxies
are genuinely spheroidally dominated, or if a bulge–disc system
could equally account for their µ(r) profiles. To address these is-
sues, two models will be considered: i) a Sérsic profile with a
central point source (see Section 5.1); and ii) a bulge–disc system
comprising a de Vaucouleurs (1959) bulge plus an exponential disc
(see Section 5.2). For these fits, our stacking analysis is particularly
important, enabling us to maximise signal-to-noise, particularly for
the outer galactic regions. This is necessary for the identification of
faint components (e.g. faint outer discs) that may not be detected in
our individual profiles.

5.1 Sérsic profile + point source

In this work, we find PSBs to be extremely compact, particularly
at z > 1 (see Figs. 6 and 7). One potential explanation is that
these PSBs contain significant point source emission, from either
an AGN or unresolved decaying nuclear starburst. This scenario
would result in a µ(r) profile that would be inadequately modelled
by a single Sérsic profile, and structural parameters biased towards
low effective radii re and high Sérsic index n. Considering PSBs
are recently quenched, the presence of an AGN might actually be
expected (see e.g. Hopkins 2012), and may cause their host galaxies
to appear compact. Alternatively, a decaying nuclear starburst may
also be expected in PSBs, since many quenching processes are
expected to result in gas being funnelled into the central regions
of the galaxy. This could potentially trigger a nuclear starburst,
and lead to a central concentration in the stellar distribution of the
quenched system.

To address this issue, we include point source emission in our
profile-fitting model, and assess the effect on the structure (re, n)
of our galaxy populations. For profile fitting, the point source is
modelled using the µ(r) profile of the relevant PSF (see Section 3.3),
and added to the Sérsic profiles of the model library {µmock(r)}
(see Section 4). To account for varying strengths of point source
emission, we use more than 100 variations per model profile, with
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Figure 7. Structural properties (effective radius re, Sérsic index n) from the single Sérsic fits to our individual JF125W (top row) and HF160W (bottom row)
µ(r) profiles. Results are shown for the passive (PAS), star-forming (SF) and PSB populations at two epochs: 0.5 < z < 1 (left-hand panels) and 1 < z < 2
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cases, the median structural properties are very similar to those obtained from our µ̃(r) profiles, with the same trends observed between the different galaxy
populations (compare to Fig. 6). These results support our findings that i) PSBs at z > 1 are extremely compact and spheroidal [re ∼ 0.14 arcsec (∼ 1.2 kpc),
n ∼ 3.5], with structures similar to massive passive galaxies but more compact; and ii) PSBs at z < 1 are also compact but with low n [re ∼ 0.24 arcsec
(∼ 1.5 kpc), n ∼ 1.8], and have structures similar to the low-mass passive population.

Table 3. Near-infrared Sérsic + point source fits: the structural properties for the Sérsic component of our median-stacked JF125W and HF160W light profiles
µ̃(r). Structural properties (re, n) are shown for different galaxy populations (passive, star-forming, PSB) at two different epochs, 0.5 < z < 1 and 1 < z < 2.
Errors in the structural parameters (1σ) are determined from the variance between fits performed on 100 simulated µ̃(r) profile stacks generated via a
bootstrap method. For details of the corresponding point source component, see Table 4.

Galaxy 0.5 < z < 1 1 < z < 2
Population JF125W HF160W JF125W HF160W

n re n re n re n re
(arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec)

Passive 2.50 ± 0.19 0.32 ± 0.01 2.45 ± 0.19 0.31 ± 0.01 2.70 ± 0.29 0.23 ± 0.02 2.65 ± 0.26 0.23 ± 0.02

Star-forming 1.25 ± 0.06 0.39 ± 0.01 1.30 ± 0.05 0.38 ± 0.01 1.60 ± 0.10 0.38 ± 0.01 1.50 ± 0.08 0.36 ± 0.01

SF1 1.10 ± 0.05 0.40 ± 0.01 1.10 ± 0.05 0.39 ± 0.01 1.20 ± 0.16 0.52 ± 0.06 1.20 ± 0.15 0.47 ± 0.06
SF2 1.35 ± 0.08 0.39 ± 0.02 1.30 ± 0.08 0.38 ± 0.02 1.45 ± 0.13 0.43 ± 0.02 1.30 ± 0.11 0.41 ± 0.02
SF3 1.50 ± 0.15 0.39 ± 0.02 1.70 ± 0.14 0.36 ± 0.02 1.70 ± 0.12 0.34 ± 0.01 1.60 ± 0.12 0.32 ± 0.01

Post-starburst 1.55 ± 0.29 0.23 ± 0.02 1.55 ± 0.27 0.24 ± 0.01 3.50 ± 0.45 0.14 ± 0.02 2.55 ± 0.46 0.15 ± 0.03
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Figure 8. Two-component fits to our median-stacked HF160W light profiles µ̃(r). Left-hand panels: best-fits using a model comprising a Sérsic profile + point
source. These fits show the maximal point source contribution, which is relatively minor for all populations (see also Fig. 9). Right-hand panels: best-fits using
a model comprising a de Vaucouleurs (r1/4) bulge + exponential disc. These fits yield the maximal likely bulge contribution, and show that at both epochs,
passive galaxies are bulge-dominated, while star-forming galaxies are disc-dominated. In contrast, PSBs exhibit significantly different structures at different
epochs: bulge-dominated at 1 < z < 2, but disc-dominated at 0.5 < z < 1.

point source emission accounting for between 0–100 per cent of the
peak/central flux. Each model µ(r) profile (> 2000 000 in total) is
then comparedwith themeasured µ(r) profile and a χ2 minimisation
used to obtain the best fit.Note that since our µ̃(r) profiles are already
well-defined by a single Sérsic profile (see Fig. 5), the addition of
a point source will not significantly improve the quality of the fit.
Therefore, these fits are not intended to yield the actual point source
contribution, but the maximal likely contribution to the µ(r) profile.
The resultant best-fits for the HF160W µ̃(r) profiles are presented
in Fig. 8. These profiles show that for all galaxy populations (both
epochs), the maximal point source contribution is relatively minor
and has little effect on their structural properties.

For each galaxy population, we determine the maximal point
source contribution to the total light emitted by the galaxy (Pt/T).
We compare these Pt/T measurements for the JF125W and HF160W
µ̃(r) profiles in Fig. 9. These results show that for all galaxy pop-
ulations, typically < 15 per cent of the total light emitted can be
attributed to a potential point source. Consequently, point source
emission is not a major component in our µ̃(r) profiles. The Pt/T
for both the JF125W and HF160W µ̃(r) profiles are presented in Ta-
ble 4, with 1σ errors determined from a similar bootstrap analysis
to that used for our single Sérsic fits (see Section 4.1). Furthermore,
using a similar analysis to that described in Section 4.2, we find
these measurements to be robust to sky subtraction errors (±σ̃sky),
with typical effects on Pt/T of < 10 per cent.

With respect to the Sérsic component, the resultant structural
parameters (re, n) are presented in Table 3. For each galaxy popula-
tion, these are very similar to those produced by our single Sérsic fits
(see Table 2), with the effective radius re being relatively unchanged

and the Sérsic index n only decreasing slightly by the inclusion of
a point source. The decrease in n is notably the strongest where the
point source contribution is the most significant, i.e. passive galax-
ies and high-z PSBs (see Figs. 8 and 9). However, the differences
between the structural properties of each galaxy population which
are observed in our single Sérsic fits, all remain present (see Fig. 6).
High-z PSBs (z > 1) remain compact [re ∼ 0.15 arcsec (∼ 1.2 kpc)]
and of relatively high Sérsic index (n > 2.5), even when the max-
imal contribution from a point source is taken into account. These
PSBs also remain considerably more compact than the passive pop-
ulation. Consequently, point source emission, from either an AGN
or unresolved decaying nuclear starburst, is not sufficient to explain
the compact nature of massive PSBs at this epoch.

For our individual µ(r) profiles, we also perform analogous
two-component fits. We note that these fits have greater uncer-
tainty than those for our µ̃(r) profiles, due to the lower signal-to-
noise. Nonetheless, they may offer further insight into the nature of
our galaxy populations. The resultant distributions of Pt/T in both
JF125W and HF160W, are presented in Fig. 9. In general, we find the
same trends in the Pt/T of the galaxy populations as observed for
our µ̃(r) profiles. For both epochs,Pt/T is generallymore significant
in the passive population (Pt/Tmedian ∼ 0.1) than the star-forming
population (Pt/Tmedian < 0.05). This may indicate either an AGN
or decaying nuclear starburst in a significant fraction of passive
galaxies at these epochs (see also Whitaker et al. 2013, who report
similar findings for passive galaxies at z > 1.4). For PSBs at both
epochs, the Pt/T is generally low (Pt/Tmedian < 0.15). However,
we also find that at 1 < z < 2 there is a population of PSBs that
show evidence for a moderate maximal point source contribution
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Figure 9. The maximal point source emission for our galaxy populations at two epochs: 0.5 < z < 1 (left-hand panels) and 1 < z < 2 (right-hand panels).
A comparison of the maximal point source contribution (Pt/T ) in JF125W and HF160W for the median-stacked light profiles µ̃(r) (top panels), and for our
individual µ(r) profiles (bottom panels). In the bottom panels, large symbols represent the median Pt/T in each population, with associated 1σ errors in the
median position. For each population, typically < 15 per cent of the total light emitted can be attributed to a potential point source.

Table 4. Near-infrared multiple component fits: the maximal contribution of point-source/bulge light to the total light from the galaxy (Pt/T and B/T ,
respectively) for our median-stacked JF125W and HF160W light profiles µ̃(r). Results are shown for different galaxy populations (passive, star-forming, PSB)
at two different epochs, 0.5 < z < 1 and 1 < z < 2. Errors in these measurements (1σ) are determined from the variance between fits performed on 100
simulated µ̃(r) profile stacks generated via a bootstrap method.

Galaxy 0.5 < z < 1 1 < z < 2
Population JF125W HF160W JF125W HF160W

Pt/T B/T Pt/T B/T Pt/T B/T Pt/T B/T

(×10−2) (×10−2) (×10−2) (×10−2)

Passive 8.70 ± 1.75 0.78 ± 0.04 9.56 ± 1.79 0.76 ± 0.04 6.83 ± 3.10 0.83 ± 0.04 9.46 ± 3.23 0.84 ± 0.04

Star-forming 0.64 ± 0.49 0.19 ± 0.03 0.51 ± 0.59 0.21 ± 0.02 1.22 ± 0.74 0.41 ± 0.04 1.87 ± 0.84 0.36 ± 0.03

SF1 0.29 ± 0.43 0.07 ± 0.03 0.94 ± 0.40 0.10 ± 0.03 0.00 ± 0.79 0.15 ± 0.09 0.00 ± 0.80 0.15 ± 0.09
SF2 0.16 ± 0.52 0.24 ± 0.04 0.33 ± 0.54 0.22 ± 0.04 0.00 ± 0.57 0.31 ± 0.07 0.31 ± 0.67 0.28 ± 0.06
SF3 2.37 ± 1.22 0.37 ± 0.07 0.19 ± 1.26 0.42 ± 0.06 4.02 ± 1.49 0.48 ± 0.05 3.70 ± 1.66 0.45 ± 0.05

Post-starburst 2.06 ± 3.12 0.40 ± 0.12 3.75 ± 2.53 0.40 ± 0.12 2.24 ± 5.02 0.90 ± 0.07 12.86 ± 7.05 0.77 ± 0.08
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(Pt/T > 0.1; ∼ 40 per cent), and that these cases are much rarer
at 0.5 < z < 1 (Pt/T > 0.1; ∼ 15 per cent). Taken together, these
results indicate that while in general, point source emission is not
driving the compact nature of PSBs, at high redshift (z > 1) we can-
not rule out that a fraction of these galaxies may host either an AGN
or unresolved decaying nuclear starburst. These results also suggest
that PSBs at z > 1 may have experienced a different evolutionary
history to those at lower redshifts.

5.2 Bulge–disc decomposition

In this work, we find a significant difference in the structure of PSBs
at different epochs (see Figs. 6 and 7). PSBs at z > 1 are typically
massive (M∗ > 1010 M�), very compact and of high n; while at
z < 1, they are generally of lower mass (M∗ < 1010 M�) and
exhibit compact but less concentrated profiles (i.e. lower n). This
suggests that PSBs at z > 1 are typically spheroidal systems, while
at z < 1 they contain a significant stellar disc. However, although
Sérsic index n is generally considered a good proxy for bulge–disc
structure, recent works have shown that this is not necessarily the
case (e.g. Bruce et al. 2014). Furthermore, since single Sérsic fits
are largely driven by the central regions of the profile, the presence
of a faint outer disc can easily be missed. Therefore, to investigate
the structure of these galaxies in more detail, we perform bulge–disc
(B–D) decomposition and assess the contribution of these two main
structural components to the overall structure.

To perform B–D decomposition, we use a two-component
model comprising a de Vaucouleurs (r1/4) bulge and single ex-
ponential disc. The motivation behind adopting this bulge profile,
instead of the more realistic free Sérsic profile, is to i) avoid the
degeneracy and instability issues inherent to adding more degrees
of freedom to the models; and ii) restrict the range of parame-
ter space that needs to be explored in the fitting. We note that
in adopting this bulge profile, we do not necessarily obtain its
actual contribution, and that many of our galaxies will have less
concentrated bulges (i.e. pseudo-bulges), particularly at low-mass
(M∗ < 1010 M�; see e.g. Fisher & Drory 2011). Therefore, by de-
sign these fits will not yield the actual bulge components, but the
maximal likely bulge contribution. For profile fitting, the sum of a
wide range of bulge and disc profiles are compared to the measured
µ(r) profile and a χ2 minimisation used to find the best fit. In this
process, the Sérsic index of the bulge and disc are fixed at n = 4 and
n = 1, respectively, but the effective radius re and normalisation of
each component are free to vary. For both components, the full re
parameter space probed by the model library is analysed, ensuring
a global minimum solution is obtained.

For each population, the resultant best-fits for the HF160W µ̃(r)
profiles are presented in Fig. 8. In all cases, we find the µ̃(r) pro-
file to be well-described by a B–D system (i.e. χ2

red ∼ 1). However,
since these profiles are already well-described by a single Sérsic
profile (see Fig. 5), the adoption of a B–D model does not nec-
essarily improve the quality of the fit. Therefore, it is important
to note that these B–D decompositions only yield the most likely
structure, assuming a two-component B–D system. A comparison
of the JF125W and HF160W bulge-to-total light ratios (B/T) is pre-
sented in Fig. 10 and Table 4. The 1σ errors in B/T are determined
using a similar bootstrap analysis to that used for our single Sérsic
fits (see Section 4.1). Furthermore, using a similar analysis to that
described in Section 4.2, we find these measurements to be robust
to sky subtraction errors (±σ̃sky), with typical effects of < 10 per
cent. For passive and star-forming galaxies, we find similar results
at both epochs (0.5 < z < 1 and 1 < z < 2), with the passive pop-

ulation being bulge-dominated (B/T ∼ 0.8) and the star-forming
populations being generally disc-dominated (B/T < 0.5). For the
star-forming sub-populations (SF1–3), we find that at both epochs,
all are relatively disc-dominated but there is an increase in B/T from
SF1→ SF3 (i.e. with increasing mean stellar age). Interestingly, for
PSBs we observe a significant difference in B/T at different epochs.
At z > 1, the PSBs exhibit bulge-dominated profiles (B/T ∼ 0.8),
and with B–D structures similar to the massive passive population.
It is also clear from Fig. 8, that these galaxies contain no signifi-
cant faint outer disc. In contrast at z < 1, PSBs have completely
different structures with much more significant disc components
(B/T ∼ 0.4), and with B–D structures not dissimilar to those of the
low-mass passive population (M∗ < 1010 M�).

For our individual µ(r) profiles, we also perform analogous
B–D decompositions. We note that these fits have much greater
uncertainty than those for the µ̃(r) profiles, but nonetheless can
still provide insight into the nature of our galaxy populations. The
resultant B/T distributions in both JF125W and HF160W, are pre-
sented in Fig. 10. In general, although there is significant scatter,
we find similar results as before for our µ̃(r) profiles, with PSBs
having bulge-dominated profiles at z > 1, and more significant disc
components at z < 1.

With respect to these results, recall that our B–D decom-
positions yield the maximal bulge contribution and consequently
will likely overestimate this component, especially at low masses
(M∗ < 1010 M�; see e.g. Fisher & Drory 2011). This is particularly
relevant for PSBs at z < 1, which will be even more disc-dominated
than our results suggest, but less of an issue at z > 1. We therefore
conclude that there is a significant difference in the B–D structure
of PSBs at different epochs, which suggests that PSBs at z > 1 have
undergone a completely different evolutionary history compared to
their counterparts at lower redshifts.

6 OPTICAL IMAGING

In this paper, wemainly focus on the structural analyses for our near-
infrared µ(r) profiles. At the redshifts studied here (0.5 < z < 2),
these profiles generally trace the distribution of the old stellar com-
ponent (i.e. λrest > 4000Å), which comprises the bulk of the stellar
mass. However, an important addition to this study is the struc-
tural analyses for our optical µ(r) profiles (VF606W, I F814W), which
can be used to probe the distribution of younger, more recently
formed stellar populations (i.e. OBAF stars; see later discussion
for further details). Such analyses can be used to determine whether
these younger stars trace the stellar mass, or whether they are more
centrally located, which for PSBs can place useful constraints on
their evolutionary history (e.g. whether the preceding starburst was
strongly centralized). These structural analyses are analogous to
those presented for our near-infrared profiles in Section 4. However,
since our optical profiles are generally of poorer quality than those
in the near-infrared (i.e. fainter and with more significant noise),
these structural analyses are limited to single Sérsic fits only.

For each galaxy population, the median stacked profiles µ̃(r)
from both the CANDELS VF606W and I F814W imaging are pre-
sented in Fig. 11. The VF606W µ̃(r) profiles are limited to the
intermediate-z epoch (0.5 < z < 1), due to the inadequate signal-to-
noise in this waveband at z > 1. As with our near-infrared profiles,
we perform single Sérsic fits on these µ̃(r) profiles, and obtain the
typical structural properties (re, n) of each galaxy population (see
Fig. 11 and Table 5). The 1σ errors in these structural parame-
ters are determined from the variance between fits performed on
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Figure 10. Bulge–disc (B–D) decompositions for our galaxy populations at two epochs: 0.5 < z < 1 (left-hand panels) and 1 < z < 2 (right-hand panels).
A comparison of the maximal bulge-to-total ratio (B/T ) in JF125W and HF160W for the median-stacked light profiles µ̃(r) (top panels), and for our individual
µ(r) profiles (bottom panels). In the bottom panels, large symbols represent the median B/T in each population, with associated 1σ errors. The typical B/T
for the low-mass passive population (109 < M∗ < 1010 M�) is also indicated. We find PSBs to exhibit significantly different structures at different epochs:
bulge-dominated at 1 < z < 2, but disc-dominated at 0.5 < z < 1.

Table 5. Optical single Sérsic fits: the structural properties for our median-stacked VF606W and IF814W light profiles µ̃(r). Structural properties (re, n) are
shown for different galaxy populations (passive, star-forming, PSB) at two different epochs, 0.5 < z < 1 and 1 < z < 2. Errors in the structural parameters
(1σ) are determined from the variance between fits performed on 100 simulated µ̃(r) profile stacks generated via a bootstrap method.

Galaxy 0.5 < z < 1 1 < z < 2
Population VF606W IF814W VF606W IF814W

n re n re n re n re
(arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec)

Passive 3.75 ± 0.24 0.41 ± 0.03 3.60 ± 0.20 0.32 ± 0.02 - - 4.05 ± 0.33 0.27 ± 0.03

Star-forming 1.75 ± 0.09 0.45 ± 0.02 1.45 ± 0.06 0.42 ± 0.02 - - 2.80 ± 0.23 0.38 ± 0.04

SF1 1.60 ± 0.11 0.45 ± 0.03 1.25 ± 0.05 0.43 ± 0.02 - - 2.25 ± 0.89 0.37 ± 0.23
SF2 1.65 ± 0.20 0.46 ± 0.04 1.40 ± 0.10 0.43 ± 0.03 - - 2.65 ± 0.34 0.40 ± 0.06
SF3 2.20 ± 0.28 0.47 ± 0.04 1.95 ± 0.18 0.43 ± 0.04 - - 3.45 ± 0.46 0.38 ± 0.05

Post-starburst 1.90 ± 0.63 0.23 ± 0.04 2.05 ± 0.31 0.20 ± 0.02 - - 4.10 ± 0.62 0.15 ± 0.04
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Figure 11. Structural analyses for our optical µ(r) profiles (ACS – IF814W, VF606W). Top row: median-stacked optical light profiles µ̃(r) for different galaxy
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(including associated 1σ errors). The typical structural properties for the low-mass passive population (109 < M∗ < 1010 M�) are also indicated. The results
of these structural analyses are further summarised in Fig. 12, and compared to the corresponding results from our near-infrared µ(r) profiles.

100 simulated µ̃(r) stacks generated via a bootstrap analysis. We
also find that in all cases, the µ̃(r) profiles are well described by a
single Sérsic profile, with the best fit having a reduced chi-squared
χ2

red ∼ 1. Analogous fits were also performed on the individual µ(r)
profiles (see Fig. 11). Finally, as with our near-infrared profiles (see
Section 4.2), we find PSF-effects and sky subtraction errors to have
a minimal influence on both re and n (typically < 10 per cent). In
the following, we compare the results of these fits to those obtained
from the near-infrared wavebands in Section 4. A summary of these
comparisons is presented in Fig. 12.

At high redshift (1 < z < 2), both passive and PSB galaxies
show no significant variation in their structural properties between
the optical (I F814W) and near-infrared wavebands (see Fig. 12).
In both regimes, these populations exhibit compact and spheroidal
structures; passive [n ∼ 3.5, re ∼ 0.25 arcsec (∼ 2.1 kpc)]; PSB
[n ∼ 3.5, re ∼ 0.15 arcsec (∼ 1.3 kpc)]. In contrast, star-forming

galaxies have significantly larger n in I F814W compared to the near-
infrared (n F814W ∼ 3 vs. n near−IR ∼ 1.5 from the µ̃(r) profiles).
Note that at these redshifts, I F814W probes a different stellar popu-
lation to the near-infrared (i.e. λrest < 4000Å), and generally traces
younger stellar populations (OBAF stars). Therefore, these com-
parisons indicate that at z > 1: i) younger stars in passive/PSB
galaxies trace the structure of the old stellar population (i.e. stellar
mass), which for PSBs suggests that the preceding starburst and/or
quenching was not strongly centralized and occurred throughout the
stellar distribution; and ii) in star-forming galaxies, younger stars are
more centralized than the old stellar population (i.e. more prominent
in the central bulge, than the outer disc).

At intermediate redshift (0.5 < z < 1), for both star-forming
and PSB galaxies, we also find no significant variation in struc-
ture between the optical (I F814W, VF606W) and near-infrared wave-
bands (see Fig. 12). Star-forming galaxies are extended and disc-like
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[re ∼ 0.45 arcsec (∼ 3.3 kpc), 1 < n < 2], and PSBs are compact
and of low n [re ∼ 0.2 arcsec (∼ 1.5 kpc), n ∼ 2]. Furthermore,
across all wavebands, PSBs have structures that are similar to the
low-mass passive population, the population into which they will
most likely evolve. Note that at this epoch, I F814W will trace a
similar stellar population as the near-infrared, but VF606W will gen-
erally trace younger populations (i.e. λrest < 4000Å; OBAF stars).
Therefore, these results indicate that at 0.5 < z < 1, younger stars
in star-forming/PSB galaxies trace the structure of the old stellar
population (i.e. stellar mass). For PSBs, this again suggests that
the preceding starburst and/or quenching was not strongly central-
ized (i.e. it was global in nature). In contrast, the general passive
population exhibits significantly larger re in the optical wavebands
compared to the near-infrared, especially in VF606W (∆re ∼ 40 per
cent). Interestingly, this trend could indicate younger stars in the
outskirts of passive galaxies at this epoch (z < 1). This might be
expected if they were quenched from the ‘inside–out’ (see e.g. Tac-
chella et al. 2016), or if a minor merger resulted in the accretion of
younger stars to an outer envelope (e.g. Naab et al. 2009).

Finally, we note that our conclusions above assume that thema-
jority of light emitted at λrest < 4000Åoriginates fromyoung stellar
populations (OBAF stars). In order to quantify this for our PSBswe
create simple mock spectra using Bruzual &Charlot (2003) models,
assuming solar metallicity, Chabrier IMF, and a moderate amount
of dust attenuation (effective attenuation τV = 1.0 and fraction of
dust in the interstellar medium µ = 0.3, following the Charlot &
Fall 2000 dust model as adapted by Wild et al. 2011). We assume
two underlying star-formation histories, both 6 Gyr old and expo-
nentially declining with a timescale of 0.1 or 3 Gyr, to represent
an underlying quiescent or star-forming population. Superimposed
on this is a 500 Myr old burst population, with an exponentially

declining star-formation history of timescale 0.3 Gyr, and varying
burst mass fraction. For a burst mass fraction of 10 per cent, the
minimum expected for our photometrically-selected PSBs, we cal-
culate the fraction of light from the burst population in bothVF606W
and HF160W at z = 0.75, and I F814W and HF160W at z = 1.5 (the
central redshifts of the epochs studied). We find ∼ 70–80 per cent
of the light in the optical wavebands is from the burst population,
compared to ∼ 40 per cent in HF160W for both epochs. Conse-
quently, this shows that the optical/near-infrared wavebands used in
this study are able to broadly differentiate between the young and
old stellar populations in our PSB galaxies.

7 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this study, we have explored in detail the structure of PSBs at
0.5 < z < 2. For this we have used a combination of near-infrared
and optical µ(r) profiles, probing both the old stellar component as
well as younger, and more recently formed stellar populations. Var-
ious structural analyses have also been performed, including single
Sérsic and multiple component fits, which have revealed significant
differences in the structure of PSBs at different epochs. At z > 1,
PSBs are typically massive (M∗ > 1010 M�), very compact and
exhibit high Sérsic indices n, with structures that differ significantly
from their star-forming progenitors, but are similar to massive pas-
sive galaxies. In contrast at lower redshift (0.5 < z < 1), PSBs are
generally of low mass (M∗ < 1010 M�) and exhibit compact but
less concentrated profiles (i.e. lower n), with structures similar to
low-mass passive galaxies (i.e. passive discs).

Taken together, these results suggest that PSBs at z > 1 are
an intrinsically different population to those at z < 1, indicating
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different quenching routes are active at different epochs, with the
PSB phase being triggered by different processes. Furthermore, for
both epochs, we find a remarkable consistency in PSB structure
across the optical/near-infrared wavebands, which suggests that the
old/intermediate–young aged stellar populations probed follow the
same distribution. This implies that any preceding starburst and/or
quenching in these galaxies was not strongly centralized, and there-
fore occurred globally. In this section, we present a more in depth
discussion of these results and their implications for the potential
quenching mechanisms experienced by PSBs at different epochs. To
complement this discussion, we refer the reader to Fig. 12, which
provides a summary of our structural analyses across each of the
four CANDELS wavebands (VF606W, I F814W, JF125W, HF160W).

7.1 Post-starburst galaxies at 1 < z < 2

For the high-redshift epoch (1 < z < 2), the main results from our
structural analyses can be summarised as follows:

(i) PSBs at z > 1 are of high mass (M∗ > 1010 M�), and exhibit
structures that are extremely compact [re ∼ 0.13 arcsec, (∼ 1.1 kpc)]
and of high Sérsic index (n ∼ 3.5). In general, their structures differ
from those of their star-forming progenitors, and are more similar
to those of the old massive passive population, although consider-
ably more compact (by ∼ 40 per cent). These results confirm the
recent findings of Almaini et al. (2017), who find that massive PSBs
at z > 1 are compact proto-spheroids. This implies that morpho-
logical/structural transformation must have occurred prior to the
post-starburst phase, and therefore before (or during) the event that
quenched the galaxy’s star formation (see Sections 4.1 and 4.3).

(ii) Point source emission from either an AGN or unresolved
decaying nuclear starburst is not sufficient to explain the compact
nature of massive PSBs at this epoch. Even when themaximal emis-
sion from a potential point source is taken into account, these PSBs
remain compact [re ∼ 0.15 arcsec, (∼ 1.2 kpc)] and of relatively
high Sérsic index (n > 2.5). They also remain significantly more
compact than themassive passive population. However, we note that
while point source emission cannot explain their compact nature,
we cannot rule out the presence of an AGN, or unresolved decaying
nuclear starburst in a fraction (< 40 per cent) of PSBs at this epoch
(see Section 5.1).

(iii) Bulge–disc decomposition indicates that massive PSBs at
z > 1 are generally bulge-dominated systems (B/T ∼ 0.8), with
little or no residual disc component. Their B/T is similar to those
of the old massive passive population (see Section 5.2).

(iv) Massive PSBs at z > 1 exhibit consistent structural pa-
rameters (re, n) between all three wavebands studied at this epoch
(see Fig. 12). This consistency between wavebands probing both
the old stellar component (λrest > 4000Å; JF125W and HF160W)
and younger populations (OBAF stars; λrest < 4000Å; I F814W)
indicates that younger stars are tracing the old stellar population
(i.e. stellar mass) in these galaxies. This suggests that any preceding
starburst and/or quenching was not strongly centralized within the
existing stellar distribution (i.e. it was global in nature). In contrast,
massive star-forming galaxies show a significant increase in Sér-
sic index moving from the near-infrared to the optical wavebands
(i.e. old→ younger stellar populations), potentially indicating cen-
tralized star-formation in these galaxies and the build-up of galactic
bulges at this epoch (see Fig. 12 and Section 6).

The results presented here suggest that high-z PSBs (z > 1)
have experienced a major disruptive event that quenched their star
formation and led to a ‘compaction’ of the stellar distribution. Such
an event could be a gas-rich major merger (e.g. Hopkins et al. 2009;
Wellons et al. 2015) or a dissipative ‘protogalactic collapse’: gas
inflow to a massive disc, which then destabilises and collapses (e.g.
Dekel et al. 2009; Zolotov et al. 2015). In both cases, gas would be
driven into the central galactic regions, triggering a starburst, and
lead to the formation of a compact remnant. We note that in our
observations the lack of excess young (OBAF) stars in the cen-
tral regions of PSBs does not necessarily rule out these scenarios
(see later discussion, for more details). Following this ‘compaction’
event, any subsequent star formation would be rapidly quenched
via feedback from either an AGN or the starburst itself, both of
which would result in the characteristic post-starburst spectral fea-
tures (i.e. strong Balmer absorption). These scenarios would also
naturally lead to the destruction of the stellar disc and the formation
of a compact spheroidally-dominated stellar distribution (i.e. high n
and high B/T), both of which match our observations. Furthermore,
since these scenarios lead to significant structural transformations
during the quenching event, they are consistent with our findings
that PSBs at this epoch already exhibit structures similar to the
massive passive galaxies into which they will most likely evolve.

At low redshift (z < 0.1), gas-rich major mergers have also
been linked to PSBs in low-density environments (e.g. Zabludoff
et al. 1996; Blake et al. 2004; Pawlik et al. 2016, 2018). However,
in contrast to our results at z > 1, several studies have reported
centrally-concentrated young stellar populations in these galaxies
(e.g. Norton et al. 2001; Yamauchi & Goto 2005; Pracy et al. 2013),
indicative of a merger-induced centralized starburst. Despite these
low redshift results, we note that the lack of a stellar-age gradient
in our high-z PSBs does not necessarily rule out a gas-rich merger
scenario for their origin, since the remnant structure will be strongly
dependent on the nature of thesemergers at high/low redshift. At low
redshift, gas-rich mergers will funnel gas into the central regions of
the galaxy and trigger a nucleated starburst prior to the PSB phase.
In contrast, at z > 1 these events will be significantly more gas rich
than their local counterparts, leading to a more substantial starburst
and the formation of a compact remnant (see discussion above). This
would potentially lead to either: i) the bulk of the stellar mass being
formed during a centralized starburst (e.g. monolithic collapse); or
ii) a compaction of the original structure to subsequently match that
of the starburst itself. Both of these scenarios would result in little or
no radial age gradient in the PSB phase, matching our observations.

In comparison to previous works, we find that our results
confirm those of the recent study by Almaini et al. (2017), who
also performed a detailed structural analysis of high-redshift PSBs
(z > 1) in the UDS field. Using both ground-/space-based near-
infrared imaging (UDS-K and CANDELS-HF160W), they use two-
dimensional Sérsic models to examine the stellar structure of mas-
sive (M∗ > 1010 M�) PSBs at z > 1. They also conclude that
PSBs at this epoch are exceptionally compact and with structures
similar to the old massive passive population (i.e. high Sérsic in-
dices; spheroidally-dominated). Furthermore, they find evidence
for massive PSBs being smaller on average than comparable pas-
sive galaxies at the same epoch, which is also consistent with our
structural analyses (see Fig. 12). Similar results have also been
reported at z > 1 by Whitaker et al. (2012) and Yano et al.
(2016), where younger passive galaxies are found to be more com-
pact than their older counterparts. However, we note that at more
modest redshifts (z ∼ 1) previous studies have found conflicting
results on the relationship between stellar age and the compact-
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ness of passive/recently-quenched galaxies (e.g. Keating et al. 2015;
Williams et al. 2017), and further study is still required.

In conclusion, these results indicate that PSBs at high-redshift
(z > 1) are quenched in a relatively violent event (e.g. a gas-rich
major merger or protogalactic collapse), that led to a ‘compaction’
of the stellar distribution, and that this may be followed by a gradual
growth in size as the galaxy evolves into a more established passive
system (e.g. via minor ‘dry’ mergers; Naab et al. 2009).

7.2 Post-starburst galaxies at 0.5 < z < 1

At intermediate redshifts (0.5 < z < 1), our structural analyses
reveal that PSBs have significantly different structures to their con-
terparts at z > 1. The main results from our structural analyses can
be summarised as follows:

(i) PSBs at intermediate redshift (0.5 < z < 1) are generally of
low mass (M∗ < 1010 M�), and exhibit structures that are still rela-
tively compact [re ∼ 0.2 arcsec, (1.4 kpc)] but of much lower Sérsic
index (n ∼ 1.7) than the massive PSBs at z > 1. These PSBs are
more compact than the general low-mass star-forming population,
but have structures similar to those of low-mass passive galaxies
(i.e. passive discs), the population into which they will most likely
evolve. We note that more massive PSBs (M∗ > 1010 M�) do exist
at this epoch, but these galaxies are rare and interestingly exhibit
high n values similar to the massive PSBs at z > 1. This suggests
that the quenching process producing massive PSBs at z > 1 still
occurs at lower redshifts but at a much lower frequency (see Sec-
tions 4.1 and 4.3). Finally, we note that the presence of a known
supercluster in the CANDELS–UDS field at this epoch (z ∼ 0.65;
van Breukelen et al. 2006; Galametz et al. 2018) appears to cause no
significant bias in these results. Using the K-band structural param-
eters ofAlmaini et al. (2017), whichwere determined for all galaxies
in our parent sample (i.e. the full UDS field; see Section 2.3), we
find entirely consistent results for each galaxy population.

(ii) PSBs at this epoch do not show any evidence for signifi-
cant point source emission. This suggests that neither an AGN, nor
an unresolved decaying nuclear starburst are significant during the
post-starburst phase. However, we cannot rule out that these events
were related to the quenching of these galaxies (see Section 5.1).

(iii) Bulge–disc decomposition indicates that PSBs at this epoch
contain a significant disc component (B/T < 0.4), which has sur-
vived the event that quenched the star-formation. Their B/T is sim-
ilar to those of the low-mass passive population (see Section 5.2).
This result is consistent with previous works at this epoch, which
find that although PSBs are a morphologically heterogeneous pop-
ulation, they generally exhibit disc-like morphologies (e.g. Dressler
et al. 1999; Caldwell et al. 1999; Tran et al. 2003; Poggianti et al.
2009; Vergani et al. 2010; Pawlik et al. 2016).

(iv) PSBs at 0.5 < z < 1 exhibit consistent structural parameters
(re, n) between all four wavebands studied at this epoch. This sim-
larity between wavebands probing both the old stellar component
(λrest > 4000Å; I F814W, JF125W and HF160W) and younger stellar
populations (OBAF stars; λrest < 4000Å; VF606W) indicates that
younger stars are tracing the old stellar population (i.e. stellar mass)
in these galaxies. As with PSBs at z > 1, this suggests that any pre-
ceding starburst, extended star-formation episode and/or quenching
was not strongly centralized, and occurred throughout the stellar
distribution (i.e. globally; see Section 6).

Taken together, these results suggest that intermediate-z PSBs

(0.5 < z < 1) have not experienced a major disruption to their
stellar distribution (e.g. major merger or disc collapse), and that
consequently the quenching mechanism responsible must be a rel-
atively gentle process. We note that although PSBs at this epoch
are generally more compact than analogous star-forming galaxies
(i.e. those of similar mass), this does not necessarily imply that these
galaxies have experienced a violent ‘compaction’ event. In fact the
low Sérsic indices of this population would suggest that this is not
the case. With respect to major mergers, we also note that while a
new disc may eventually reform, the timescale involved is expected
to be longer than that of the PSB phase (> 1 Gyr, see e.g. Athanas-
soula et al. 2016). Consequently, these events are unlikely to be
the origin of the disc-dominated PSBs at this epoch. Furthermore,
given that at this epoch not all star-forming galaxies are expected
to experience a PSB phase (e.g. Wild et al. 2016; Socolovsky et al.
2018), the general star-forming population may not be representa-
tive of the true progenitors of these PSBs. We explore this issue
in more detail in a forthcoming publication (Socolovsky et al., in
preparation). Finally, we note that since these intermediate-z PSBs
have structures very similar to low-mass passive galaxies (i.e. pas-
sive discs), it is likely that any significant structural changes related
to the quenching process have already taken place, and that these
galaxies are simply quietly transitioning into established passive
discs (i.e. S0s). The resultant fading of the stellar disc leading to the
slight increase in n and B/T observed (see Fig. 12).

In comparison to previous works, we note that gas-rich major
mergers have been linked to PSBs at 0.5 < z < 1 (e.g. Wild
et al. 2009; Wu et al. 2014), which is in apparent contrast to our
findings. However, these previous studies focus on massive PSBs
(M∗ > 1010 M�), which are rare in the CANDELS–UDS field
at this epoch (see Fig. 1). Consequently, our findings are not in
contradiction to these previous works, but suggest an alternative,
less disruptive process is primarily responsible for PSBs at lower
masses (M∗ < 1010 M�). Furthermore, we note that at this epoch,
the rare, massive PSBs in the CANDELS–UDS field do exhibit the
high Sérsic indices expected for the remnant of a gas-rich major
merger, which is consistent with these previous studies.

With respect to the dominant quenching mechanism, our re-
sults suggest two scenarios for PSBs at this epoch: i) these galaxies
experience a weaker disruptive event to the PSBs at z > 1 which
allowed their disc-dominated structures to survive, e.g. minor merg-
ers; or ii) they are a sub-population of disc galaxies that have ex-
perienced gas stripping/removal (e.g. via AGN/stellar feedback or
environmental processes) and a subsequent disc fading. Since the
PSBs at this epoch are typically of low mass (M∗ < 1010 M�), such
processes would have a strong potential to cause the rapid quench-
ing of star formation, necessary to produce the characteristic PSB
spectral features (i.e. strong Balmer absorption), without signifi-
cant structural influence. Disentangling these quenching scenarios
is beyond the scope of this work, but the role of environment in
quenching PSBs at 0.5 < z < 1 is explored in detail by the re-
cent study of Socolovsky et al. (2018), which also uses the PSBs
identified from the full UDS field. Furthermore, we note that the
lack of excess intermediate–young aged stars (OBAF) in the cen-
tral regions of these PSBs might place useful constraints on the
quenching process, as it suggests the resultant star-burst was either
very weak, or global in nature. We shall explore this issue in future
work. Finally, with respect to the potential quenching processes, we
note that recent gas measurements for both local PSBs (z . 0.1;
French et al. 2015; Rowlands et al. 2015) and two PSBs at higher
redshift (z ∼ 0.7; Suess et al. 2017) suggest that the complete re-
moval or depletion of the molecular gas reservoir is not necessarily
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required to terminate star-formation. We also explore this issue, and
the cold interstellar medium (ISM) content of PSBs in the full UDS
field across a wide redshift range (0.5 < z < 2), in a forthcoming
publication (Rowlands et al., in preparation).

8 CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we present a detailed analysis of the structure of
PSBs at 0.5 < z < 2 using data from the UDS and CANDELS.
Using a large sample of photometrically-selected PSBs recently
identified in the UDS field (Wild et al. 2016), we examine the
structure of ∼ 80 of these recently-quenched systems, and compare
to a large sample of ∼ 2000 passive and star-forming galaxies. For
our analysis we use a combination of near-infrared and optical µ(r)
profiles, obtained from CANDELS HST imaging, which probe both
the old stellar component as well as younger, and more recently
formed stellar populations (i.e. OBAF stars). Using both stacked
and individual µ(r) profiles, various structural analyses have been
performed, including single Sérsic and multiple component fits,
which have revealed significant differences in the structure of PSBs
at different epochs.

At high redshift (1 < z < 2), PSBs are typically massive
(M∗ > 1010 M�), ultra compact, bulge-dominated and have high
Sérsic indices. In general, the structure of these PSBs differs sig-
nificantly from their star-forming progenitors and is very similar to
those of the old massive passive population, but considerably more
compact. These results indicate that these galaxies were quenched in
a relatively violent event (e.g. gas-rich major merger or dissipative
‘protogalactic’ collapse) that produced a very compact, centrally-
condensed remnant. Furthermore, we also find consistent structures
for these PSBs across all the wavebands studied (I F814W, JF125W
and HF160W), regardless of whether the old stellar component or
younger (OBAF) stellar populations are being principally traced.
Our results suggest that for most PSBs at this epoch, any preceding
starburst and/or quenchingwas not strongly centralised and occurred
throughout the stellar distribution (i.e. it was global in nature).

In contrast, at lower redshifts (0.5 < z < 1), the structure of
PSBs is significantly different. At this epoch, PSBs are generally
of low mass (M∗ < 1010 M�), and exhibit structures that are still
relatively compact, but disc-dominated and of much lower Sérsic
index than PSBs at z > 1. Their structures are similar to the low-
mass passive population (i.e. passive discs), the population into
which they will most likely evolve. These results suggest that these
galaxies have been quenched by a more gentle process that did
not significantly disrupt the stellar distribution, and allowed their
disc structures to survive (e.g. environmental processes such as
gas stripping and/or minor mergers). Furthermore, we also find
consistent structures for these PSBs in all the wavebands studied
(VF606W, I F814W, JF125W and HF160W), regardless of whether the
old stellar component or younger (OBAF) stellar populations are
being principally traced. Consequently, as with PSBs at z > 1,
our results suggest that any preceding starburst and/or quenching
was not strongly centralized and occurred throughout the stellar
distribution (i.e. globally).

In conclusion, we find that PSBs (i.e. recently-quenched galax-
ies) at z > 1 are an intrinsically different population to those at
lower redshifts. Our results indicate that different quenching routes
are active at different epochs, with the PSB phase being triggered
by different evolutionary processes.
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